
Unit 9 - The New Kid at School

9A Introduction

It’s not easy being new at a school. You don’t know anybody. You don’t know what your teacher 
will be like. You don’t know what the other kids will think of you. This story is about a new kid at 
school. But on his first day, something strange happens.

9B Song Lyrics

This really happened to me. Honest!

This year, my family moved
To a new neighborhood, I’d never been to.
My parents said, “Son this has to be cool,”
All I could think is: What will happen in school?
Why is this happening, dude?
I’ll feel weird as the new kid at school.
I started to worry, think and be scared,
What if the kids stared as I eat a pear?

Or a bully just screamed in my ear,
Or the kids in my class didn’t know how to share.
Man, I’m not strong; I’m weak,
And the more I think, the more I freak.
OK, today’s my first day,
Mom said, “Don’t be scared; be brave.”
I walked through the door, guess what I saw?
The kids were tall; I felt so small.

Yeah, I’m the new kid at school,
What if the teachers think I’m a fool?
What if the kids don’t think I’m cool?
It’s so hard being new at this school.
(x2)
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I looked around; I gazed,
And what I saw left me amazed, in a daze!
Everyone was bigger than me in this grade,
It frightened me, yes it made me afraid.
As I sat down at my desk,
The teacher I met said, “We’re in a mess!
A lizard is our pet, a kind of reptile,
We keep him safe, ’cause he gets wild.
His name is Elvis; he lives in a cage,
A nice metal box where he stays and plays.   
Pay attention to what I’m about to say:
Our pet lizard has run away!

Please listen up children,
I think Elvis has left the building!”
We looked for him and began to search,
Like detectives – where did he run first?
We checked the floors, the walls,
The bathroom stalls, just to be sure.
I tried to figure: Where is he?
Where would he go? What would he eat?

He likes insects and bugs, 
Flies, mosquitoes, big slimy slugs.
I went to the window and heard the sound    
Of a few flies buzzing, they’re all around.
And who’s there, cool as a blizzard?
“Who is it?” Elvis, our pet lizard!
I heard a cheer, a shout of happiness,
And you wouldn’t believe what happened next. 
The kids in the class became my friends, 
Because I found Elvis, he’s back again.
I am happy I’m friends with all the kids, 
Because of me, now Elvis lives!

Yeah I’m the new kid at school,
I found Elvis, isn’t that cool?
Now all the kids think that I rule,
It’s not hard being new at this school.
(x2)
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brave / cage / cheer / frighten / gaze / insect / lizard / search / weak  / worry

9C Words Defined

brave
(adj)   If you are brave, you aren’t scared of danger. Marco was 

brave and didn’t cry once when he went to the dentist.

cage 
(noun)  A cage is a type of box made of wire or bars. It is usually a 
place to keep birds or other animals. We have lots of birds, and 
we keep them all in cages.

cheer 
(verb)  When people cheer, they make loud noises 

to make a person or team feel better. My brother 
and I cheered for the USA during the Olympics.
(noun)  A cheer is a loud, happy yell. The team 
practiced the cheer that they would scream 
whenever they got a home run.  

frighten 
(verb)  When something frightens you, it scares you. 

The big barking dog in the parking lot frightened many 
customers from coming into the store.

gaze 
(verb)  When you gaze at something, you look at it for a long 

time. Michelle liked to gaze	at the stars on clear nights, 
and try to find the Big Dipper.  

insect 
(noun)  An insect is a small animal that has three main body 
parts, six legs, and two antennae. Bees, ants, and moths 
are types of insects. Sometimes people call insects “bugs.” 
Pedro loved to learn about bugs, and he checked out a lot 
of books on insects	from the library.
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lizard 
(noun)  A lizard is a cold-blooded animal with a long 
body. It has four legs and a long tail. When Keisha 
picked up the lizard, its skin felt dry and scaly.



weak 

(adj)  If you are weak, you are not strong. Bryan was so weak 
that it was hard for him to pick up his brother’s book bag.  

worry 
(verb)  When you worry, you think that something bad might 

happen. Jessica began to worry	that something was wrong 
with her dog when he stopped eating and drinking.  
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search 
(verb)  When people search for something, they look 

for it. Ben had to search	for a while to find his keys.
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9D Synonyms

Circle the word on the right that matches the meaning of the word or phrase on the left.

search worry cheer 
worry weak brave 
frighten gaze cheer
cage lizard insect

1. look for something
2. not scared
3. stare
4. a bee
5. to think something bad will happen gaze search  worry
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9E Fill in the Blank
brave / cage / cheer / frighten / gaze / insect / lizard / search / weak  / worry

Write the word in the blank so that the sentence makes sense.

1. After having the flu for a week, my little brother was so __________________________________ that it was hard for 
him to even get out of bed.

brave frighten weak

2. Jake kept his pet mice in a __________________________________ so his cat wouldn’t hurt them.

insect cage lizard

3. When Max heard the fire alarm, he felt  __________________________________ and jumped up from his chair.

frightened brave weak

4. When my favorite singer comes on American Idol, I always __________________________________ really loudly.

cheer search gaze

5. Lianna goes to the pet store each week to buy crickets to feed to her pet __________________________________.

cage lizard insect



9F Connections
brave / cage / cheer / frighten / gaze / insect / lizard / search / weak  / worry

Each sentence has a strong connection with one of the words from the unit. Write the correct 
word on the line below.

1. People dress up as ghosts and goblins on Halloween and try to scare the kids who are trick-or-
treating.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. The chair was too heavy for Maria to lift all by herself.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. The night before my first day of school, I couldn’t sleep because I was nervous that I 
wouldn’t have any friends in my new class.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. We keep our dog in a crate when no one is home so that he doesn’t get into trouble.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Jessica looked out at the ocean for a very long time.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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4. Which of these might you search for?
(A) a couch
(B) a kitchen table
(C) a buried treasure
(D) a school yard

5. Which animal is most similar to a lizard?
(A) a giraffe
(B) a salamander
(C) a lion
(D) a bird
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(A) getting dressed
(B) running in a race
(C) taking the bus to school
(D) reading a book

2. A friend might be brave if he
(A) is not afraid of bullies
(B) has a pet cat
(C) likes baseball
(D) collects Pokémon cards

3. Which of these is an insect?
(A) a mouse
(B) a bunny
(C) a snake
(D) a mosquito

9G Applying Meanings

Circle the letter that makes sense or answers the question.

1. You might cheer for a friend if he is

brave / cage / cheer / frighten / gaze / insect / lizard / search / weak  / worry



1. How are porcupines and hedgehogs alike?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What do hedgehogs look like?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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9H Reading
brave / cage / cheer / frighten / gaze / insect / lizard / search / weak  / worry

Read the passage below and then answer the questions that follow.

The Hedgehog: A Perfectly Prickly Pet
What animal do you think of first when you think of a pet? A dog? A cat? A fish? Maybe a lizard? 

Did you know that a hedgehog can also be a great pet? Hedgehogs are cute, smart little animals.
Hedgehogs are very small in size—about the size of a softball. They have little black eyes and 

small pointy noses. When people see a hedgehog, they might think it is a porcupine. That’s because a 
hedgehog has pointy quills all over its back. But the hedgehog’s quills are not sharp like a porcupine’s. 
If a hedgehog is feeling frightened, his quills will 
become sharp. He will roll up into a tight little 
ball and his quills will stick up. Most of the time, 
though, a hedgehog’s quills are soft. 

Once hedgehogs get to know you, they can 
become very friendly. They enjoy being held and 
snuggled, just like puppies. You can even pet a 
hedgehog without having to worry about getting 
poked by its quills. Just move your hand in the 
same direction as the quills.

Hedgehogs are also very easy to take care of. 
They just need to be loved and fed. They should 
be kept indoors. Many people allow their pet 
hedgehogs to walk around the house freely. But 
some hedgehog owners choose to keep them in 
cages.  

Hedgehogs need food and water every day. In the wild they will eat insects, worms, mushrooms, 
and berries. They find this food using their sense of smell, which is very strong. If you are keeping a 
hedgehog as a pet, you can feed it wet cat food, raisins, or cheese.

So the next time you’re thinking about getting a pet, maybe you should think about a hedgehog!
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3. What do hedgehogs do when they are feeling scared?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. If you are keeping a hedgehog as a pet, what are some different foods that you could feed it?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Which of the hedgehog’s five senses are very strong?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Bonus: Crossword Puzzle 
Solve this crossword puzzle.

 1  2 

 3 

 4 

 5  6  7 

 8 

 9 

 C�������� W������TM� 

 ACROSS 

 1  When you go camping, you might 
 need to pack bug spray so that
 ____________ stay away from
 you. 

 4  Being on the top floor of a very tall 
 building will ____________ a lot of 
 people. 

 5  When Mike's library book was 
 missing, he had to  ____________ 
 all over his house to find it. 

 8  Michelle started to ____________ 
 so much about the test that she
 felt sick to her stomach. 

 9  To look at something for a long 
 time 

 DOWN 

 2  To yell loudly 
 3  My brother is allergic to the fur on 

 cats and dogs, so we have a pet
 ____________. 

 6  At the pet store, most of the 
 animals are kept in a
 ____________. 

 7  Not scared 
 8  The opposite of strong 
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